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$j=array("a","b","c","a","b","c","a","b","c"); I want to remove an element from
that array. For e.g., If I want to delete the element 'a', then how can I do that?
I tried array_search, but that doesn't work. A: If you want to delete an item by
indexing, you need to have an index to start with: $j = array('a', 'b', 'c', 'a', 'b',
'c', 'a', 'b', 'c'); $j = array_splice($j, 1, 2); print_r($j); $j contains array('b', 'c');
A: $j=array("a","b","c","a","b","c","a","b","c"); unset($j[3]); // delete the 4th
element from the array PHP's documentation says... Using numeric keys will
cause E_STRICT to be thrown, and not allowing array offsets to be negative
will cause a warning to be issued in PHP 5.3 and E_STRICT for PHP 5.4. A: I

think your question is more of "How to get a list of items from an array, then
later delete an item from that list." This is a fairly common question and I

actually just worked through the question myself. The solution is simple and
looks like this: // get a e79caf774b

phpMyAdmin - Db Apa admin (I have not used phpMyAdmin before. Is it
required or just a handy tool for creating tables etc?) I have installed it to my
local server and used the.sql file to generate my tables. I then uploaded the

file to a public server and imported it using my webpage (via wamp) to try and
view the structure. However, the table names have been changed. In the

wamp server I have MySQL named on the wamp_bin\apps folder. The
phpMyAdmin SQL Query screen shows name.phpmyadmin My webpage URL
when logged in shows "localhost/db_name/phpMyAdmin" I have edited the

phpMyAdmin config file to show localhost/db_name/phpMyAdmin which
matches the above URL. So the problem is with the phpMyAdmin import file.
This all leads me to believe that it is now trying to read the file from my own

local WAMP server and attempting to translate the table names to the
name.phpmyadmin on my local server. As I have no access to the external
server (which has its own username/password etc) I thought I could import
into phpMyAdmin on my local server first and then export the table names

into the external server. Any help with that would be greatly appreciated. A: A
quick googling suggests this has more to do with the fact the phpMyAdmin
can only be run as a service, thus you have to find a phpMyAdmin server on

another machine with the same username and password. Unfortunately I don't
know of a server that allows you to connect to without a specific username
and password. The statements in this section merely provide background

information related to the present disclosure and do not constitute prior art.
Conventional computer hard drives rely on mechanical components to interact
with a disk drive system as read/write heads are moved from track to track on

the disk surface. This movement of the read/write heads is within a sealed
enclosure. The read/write heads are positioned to allow the data storing

surface to be accessed. The height of each track is usually represented by two
peaks and two valleys, which allows the read/write head to “fly” above and

below the surface. When the disk is rotating, the read/write heads are
positioned above the surface of the disk to read or write data on the spinning

disk surface. Another type of
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